ACCESSORIES

PEUGEOT 108

THIS TIME IT’S PERSONAL
The 108 is an exciting compact city car that excels in urban traffic. Its chic look,
fantastic range of personalisation options and state-of-the-art technology makes
this a small car with a big story.
With our decorative themes the PEUGEOT 108 offers you the chance to design
your life. So have fun choosing the model that reflects your personality.
Adding the little extras will make driving even easier and more of a pleasure.
Our high-quality accessories include everything you might need when you’re out
and about. From the pratical, roof bars, boot mats and child seats to technical
upgrades such as sat nav.
For more information on our accessories range including retail fitted prices,
contact your local PEUGEOT Dealer or visit us at peugeot.co.uk/accessories

The PEUGEOT 108’s Sport theme takes its graphical style
from the world of motor racing. Its bonnet and rear wings
display a layered checkerboard pattern, the brilliant black
door mirror covers feature the red dash and the red edging
to the carpet mats complete the look. The 108’s athletic
design, combined with the Sport theme creates a trendy
and urban look.
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Exterior decal kit - Sport - 3 door
Key fob covers - Sport
Sport badge
Centre wheel caps
Alloy wheels - 15” Ligne S
Door mirror covers - Sport
Gear knob - Sport
Front spoiler
Rear diffuser with chrome exhaust
Side skirts
Velour carpet mats - Sport
Velour carpet mats - Ligne S Black & Red
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Technological and urban, the Barcode theme plays with
lines and colours to challenge conventional dress codes.
This ultra-contemporary theme represents
the modern style of PEUGEOT 108.

The Tattoo theme is a floral motif inspired by
street art. The angular flowers and petals, which
are almost metallic in style, create a beautiful
and contemporary look. The PEUGEOT 108
reveals a daring and offbeat style with the
Tattoo theme: Bucolic romanticism meets urban
boldness. It will get under your skin!
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Exterior decal kit - Tattoo - 3 door
Exterior decal kit - Barcode - 5 door
Key fob covers - Tattoo
Key fob covers - Barcode
Door mirror covers - Barcode
Door mirror covers - Tattoo
7 Velour carpet mats - Barcode
8 Velour carpet mats - Tattoo
9 Brushed aluminium gear knob with black skirt
10 Alloy wheels - 15” Thorren
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Like a diamond, from which it takes its name, the Diamond theme
stands for multifaceted elegance. Its contrasting matt and shiny
prisms give a sense of volume and movement to the body work.
This theme attracts attention with its glamorous, rock look.
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Exterior decal kit - Diamond - 5 door
Key fob covers - Diamond
Door mirror covers - Diamond
Alloy wheels - 14” Axel
Velour carpet mats - Diamond
Door sill protectors
Brushed aluminium gear knob
Leather and aluminium gear knob
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The Kilt theme modifies the well-known tartan pattern by
adding subtle complementary stripes. This geometric design
is both classic and contemporary and is
guaranteed to catch the eye of the
smartest trendsetters.

The Dressy theme reinterprets the timeless
dogtooth design for PEUGEOT 108. Rediscover
an elegant and sporty pattern - the precision
and contrast of this haute-couture classic
creates a fashionable, ultra-chic look.
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Exterior decal kit - Dressy - 5 door
Exterior decal kit - Kilt - 3 door
Key fob covers - Dressy
Key fob cover - Kilt
Door mirror covers - Dressy
Door mirror covers - Kilt
7 Velour carpet mats - Dressy
8 Velour carpet mats - Kilt
9 Door mirror covers - chrome finish
10 Side rubbing strips - chrome finish
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COMFORT

The PEUGEOT 108 successfully takes up the
challenge of being both compact and comfortable.
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Wind deflectors
Increase ventilation into the cabin
area whilst minimising wind noise and
buffeting.
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Rear window sun blind
Sun blind for added safety whilst driving
in bright conditions.
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Side window sun blinds - 3 door
Side window sun blinds - 5 door
A set of two rear side window sun
blinds.
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Centre armrest
For added comfort, this armrest
incorporates a large storage
compartment and lid.
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12 Volt hot/cool box
Available in a range of litre capacities,
this thermal storage unit will cool 15°C
below ambient temperature. In heating
mode contents are heated up to 55°C.
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Air freshener diffuser
Create an atmosphere with this
portable diffuser that can be used with
a range of delightful fragrance refills.
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Ashtray & lighter
The ashtray and lighter are both
conveniently located for use.
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PROTECTION

Protect your PEUGEOT 108 for longer
with our large range of protection
accessories, guaranteed to
keep your car good as new.
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Exterior protective cover
Protective cover manufactured from
polyester cloth. For interior use only
e.g. garages, underground parking etc.
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Seat cover sets - Brasilia
Seat cover sets - Essential
Made from polyester, this complete set
of covers for both front and rear seats
will protect the original fabric of your
PEUGEOT 108.

Standard carpet mats
Velour carpet mats
Rubber floor mats
		 Available in a choice of materials, these
mats will provide lasting protection
of the original carpet. To prevent
interference with the vehicle’s pedals,
the driver’s side mat clips into the
existing fixings.
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PROTECTION
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Styled mudflaps - front and rear
Designed to complement the lines
of the vehicle whilst protecting the
vehicle’s bodywork from damage
caused by road debris.
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Side rubbing strips
To help protect the bodywork of the
PEUGEOT 108 against scratches and
light knocks.
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Boot mat
Manufactured from hard wearing
carpet, this mat allows the boot to be
used intensively whilst conserving the
original appearance of the carpet.
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Boot tray
This thermo-formed plastic boot tray
will not only protect against dirty items
but will also help to contain small liquid
spills in the boot.
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TRAVEL AND TOURING

Practical and versatile, your PEUGEOT 108 can transform
from a compact city car to a fun-packed traveller.
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Roof mounted cycle carrier
This single cycle carrier affixes securely
to all PEUGEOT roof bars. It attaches to
the bike on each wheel and the frame,
and is available in a choice of steel or
lightweight aluminium construction.
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Roof bars - 3 door
Roof bars - 5 door
The addition of roof bars provides an
excellent foundation for carrying large
items. All roof bars feature a locking
mechanism for added security.
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Ski carrier
A choice of ski carriers can hold up to six
pairs of skis. Can also be used to secure
snow boards (depending on model).
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Luggage box
A practical yet stylish way to increase
your PEUGEOT 108’s luggage capacity.
Available in various capacity loads to
suit your individual needs.
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Luggage bag
A convenient alternative to the
traditional rigid luggage box, the
luggage bag folds flat for easy storage
when not in use.
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Boot retainer
For use with a carpet boot mat. The
retainer offers a practical way to restrain
loose items in the boot.
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SAFETY

Be prepared and
equipped to face
the unexpected, and
protect you, your
passengers, and your
PEUGEOT 108.
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Front or rear parking sensors
To help you to manoeuvre safely. The
system emits an audible bleep when
the car approaches an obstacle.
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Anti-intrusion alarm
Protection of the boot, doors and
bonnet, plus ultrasonic protection of
the passenger compartment.
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Romer Baby Safe+ - Group: 0+
Romer Duo+ Isofix - Group: 1
Romer Kidfix - Group: 2, 3
Kiddy Cruiserfix Pro - Group: 2, 3
A complete range of seats suitable for
carrying children aged from birth to 10
years. All seats offer optimum levels of
comfort and are tested and approved
by PEUGEOT. They also comply with
the most stringent of safety standards
including European regulations.
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Fog lamp kit
Enhance your view of the road and
improve your road safety at night and
in bad weather with this fog lamp kit.
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Anti-theft wheel bolts
Reduces the risk of theft of both alloy
and steel road wheels.
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High visibility vest, warning triangle
and first aid kit
Be prepared for unexpected
emergencies with our range of road
safety accessories.
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10 Snow chains and snow socks

Essential for driving on fresh or
compacted snow.
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MULTIMEDIA

The PEUGEOT 108 is equipped with high-tech, connected
equipment that makes driving easier and more enjoyable.
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TomTom portable navigation system
The very latest in portable navigation
from TomTom. No set-up or
subscription charges – simply plug
in, switch on and GO. These smart,
easy-to-use navigation units come
pre-loaded with UK and Western
European mapping*, and include a
screen mount and in-car power lead.
Entering address details could not
be easier thanks to the touchscreen
operation and postcode navigation.
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* Dependent on model
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Tetrax Xway support
A discrete fixing bracket that will
securely hold an electronic mobile
device. Compatible with most mobile
phones, Smartphones, GPS systems
and MP3 devices.
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Portable hands-free kit - Supertooth
Buddy
Designed to be used with Bluetooth®
compatible phones, the hands-free
kit offers full voice control for pick-up,
hang-up and voice dialling where
supported by the handset.
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DVD player
DVD player kit with twin 7” screens.
Compatible with MPEG4/CD, audio/
CDR/CDRW/MP3.
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peugeot.co.uk/accessories

The information and images in this brochure are based on the most current data available when going to print. As part
of a policy of continuous specification improvement PEUGEOT Motor Company PLC reserves the right to modify the
specification of our goods and to discontinue any item, without notice, at any time.
Please note that current print and photographic techniques do not allow us to faithfully reproduce the full depth and
tone of the colours in this brochure.
The vehicles illustrated in this brochure are presented with added options and accessories.
This brochure is designed to provide general product information and is not a contractual document or offer of sale.
For current information please contact your local PEUGEOT Dealer.
The details in this brochure cannot be reproduced without the express authorisation of PEUGEOT Motor Company PLC.
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